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Abstract—Evidence-based medicine (EBM) highlights the
integration of the best research evidences, clinical expertise and
patient values into the practice of patient care. Thus EBM realization is
receiving substantial attention. However, there were rare studies
exploring the modulating effects within EBM realization. This study is
to discover the deeper meanings of users’ experiences towards
interacting with an EBM system. The participant observation and
in-depth interview are mainly used as methods of data collection. The
interview transcripts are analyzed based on the techniques of grounded
theory. Based on service innovation model we induce 14 modulators
from the users’ viewpoints. Furthermore, we develop eight
propositions that can provide management guidelines in EBM
realization for hospital managers.
Index Terms—evidence-based medicine, EBM, grounded
theory, service innovation, hospital industry

I. INTRODUCTION
With the progress of medical knowledge and technology
around the world, a great deal of new literature and evidences
about medical treatments are being published [1]. This may
result in part of earlier or traditional treatments being modified
or updated to obtain the optimum effect. At the same time,
these recent publications provide the methods or evidences to
support clinicians’ decisions [2, 3, 4]. Therefore, issues about
evidence-based medicine (EBM) become more common and
critical in order to improve medical quality and promote
competitive advantage in the hospital industry.
EBM is a tool used to integrate the best research evidences,
clinical expertise and patient values into the practice of patient
care [5, 6, 7]. The practice of EBM is a rigorously systematic
and scientific way of learning and applications. To understand
and apply the issues, such as statistics, probability, clinical
research, guided inquiry, systematic reviews, levels of evidence
etc., it is required for clinicians to evaluate evidences and apply
evidences to medical practice [8, 9]. EBM’s potential to support
medical research, improve medical quality and cut costs has
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galvanized clinicians, policy-makers, insurers and others in
health care to speed its implementation in hospitals [1]. Thus
the implementation of EBM is receiving substantial attention.
However, there were rare studies exploring the
modulating effects within EBM realization. If we fail to
discover what these modulators are, the performance of EBM
realization will be undermined. This study is to discover the
deeper meaning of users’ experiences towards interacting with
an EBM system. Furthermore, we induce the modulators of
EBM realization from the users’ viewpoints based on the
service innovation model proposed by den Hertog and
Bilderbeek [10] since EBM realization is regarded as one kind
of service innovation in hospitals. Accordingly, the study
belongs to the exploratory research that captures the nature,
representative meanings and organizational infusion of EBM
realization from the subjective experiences of the
organizational members. Therefore, a qualitative research plays
a proper role to find the solutions. The participant observation
and in-depth interview methods are used to gather the
physicians’ meaningful experiences with EBM realization.
Besides, the data was collected from other multiple sources
involving secondary data. The interview transcripts are
analyzed based on the techniques of grounded theory, which
provide guidelines for classifying qualitative data.
II. SERVICE INNOVATION MODEL
Innovation in the services sectors comprises new services as
well as significant changes in services or their production or
delivery [11]. Service innovation concerns both the
introduction of new services and the reconfiguration or
improvement of existing service [12]. Service innovations are
not new to the world, but they may still be new to your
company, customers, or network partners [13]. Service
innovation is the driving force of service science embodying
and marshalling a multidisciplinary approach and deals not so
much with the end product but rather with the support,
development and delivery of service [14]. Although the
concept of EBM has been around for three decades, hospital
leaders have paid serious attention to EBM only within the last
three years [15]. In Taiwan, EBM is also new to many
hospitals. According to the above definitions, EBM is one kind
of service innovations within hospital industry. In order to help
exploring
the
modulating
effects
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EBM
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research places emphasis on a coding strategy. Thus it is
contributory to compare data in different classification and data
sets and hence develop a new theory [16]. Since the techniques
of grounded theory [17] provide an excellent method of coding
data, the study has the best choice to analyze the collected data.
C. Research Process

Source: Reference [10]
Fig. 1. A four dimensional model of service innovation
realization, we base on the four dimensional model proposed by
den Hertog and Bilderbeek [10]. The model concerns new
service concept, new client interface, new service delivery
system and technological options and is shown as Fig. 1. Any
service innovation involves a specific combination of the four
dimensions [10]. They further argued that the linkages between
these four dimensions may be of even more significance and
these cross-linkages are often forged in practice by those
responsible for marketing, organization development and
distribution (also shown in Fig. 1). Finally, they pointed out
that a particular service innovation may be characterized by one
dominant feature related to one of the four dimensions; quite
likely, this particular feature will prompt a set of changes in
other dimensions, in order to bring about a successful
innovation.
III. RESEARCH METHOD
A. Research Question
In the study, the modulating effects on EBM realization will
be explored and analyzed based on the four-dimensional
service innovation model. Accordingly, there is the following
research question.
What are the modulators within the EBM realization based
on the four dimensional model of service innovation?
According to the definition and description of the situations
that the organizational members encounter, we explore the
representative modulators and subsequently construct the
modulating effect model mapping to the four dimensional
model of service innovation to interpret the modulating effects
on EBM realization.
B. Research Design
The study is a qualitative and interpretive methodology. A
qualitative research shows the advantages to understand
implicit meanings, comprehend special situations, define
unexpected phenomena and influences, and further develop a
new theory [16]. The research objective of the study is specified
as an exploratory question. Accordingly, the study belongs to
the exploratory research. The data analysis of a qualitative
978-1-4244-3662-0/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE

1. Data collection
For the method of grounded theory, both primary and
secondary data had better be collected. Therefore, the
participant observation and in-depth interview methods will be
provided for gathering the members’ meaningful experiences
with the EBM realization. The collection of primary data
adopts semi-structured in-depth interviews. While the
secondary data of the hospitals includes histories, records,
documents, website data, etc. It is important to note that the
in-depth interviews are not a one-way sequence with a coding
process but an iterative process to refine the developing
concepts.
2. Data analysis
A qualitative data analysis is employed to develop a
framework of concepts or a preliminary theory through a
coding process. As described in the previous section, the coding
process of grounded theory is composed of three stages: open
coding, axial coding and selective coding [18].
3. Evaluation
The quality of a qualitative research is evaluated by
trustworthiness instead of reliability and validity traditionally
adopted by a quantitative research of logic empiricism. The
criteria of trustworthiness include credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability [19]. In order to promote the
trustworthiness of a qualitative research, we follow the criteria
of triangulation method. Triangulation method is the
application and combination of multiple viewpoints and
methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon.
Reference [20] proposed the triangulation protocols that are
distinguished as data triangulation, investigator triangulation,
theory triangulation and methodological triangulation.
IV. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY
A. Subjects
There were total 10 physicians accepting our invitations.
Five physicians are from hospital A, which is a district teaching
hospital and has close cooperation with our research center.
Four physicians are from some medical center called hospital B.
And one physician is from a branch of another medical center
called hospital C. The basic personal information of the
interviewees is shown in Table I. The invited physicians have
gotten in touch with EBM at least five years. Besides, they are
either EBM team leaders or seeded teachers for promoting
EBM in their hospitals.
B. Data Collection
We have assisted hospital A to implement an EBM system
before this study. The duration of the consulting process lasted
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TABLE I
BASIC PERSONAL INFORMATION OF THE INTERVIEWEES
Hospital

Code
name

Gender

A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C

A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
B01
B02
B03
B04
C01

Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male

Age
range
30~40
Below 30
40 ~ 50
40~50
30~40
40~50
Below 30
Above 50
Above 50
40~50

Department
Pediatrics
Internal medicine of kidney
Nutrition
Cardiac surgery
General surgery
Internal medicine of chest
Family practice
Endocrinology and Metabolism
Psychiatry
Breast surgery

one year long. We experienced several consulting meetings,
planed some training programs, established the organizational
systems related to EBM realization etc. Especially, how to help
the hospital to foster learning climate is one of the most
important objectives. Therefore, the consulting work in that
year makes us have enough domain knowledge about EBM
realization. Data collection is mainly focused on in-depth
interviews. In the study, the in-depth interview procedure is
divided into four stages. It took about 40~50 minutes for each
interview. The physicians’ opinions and viewpoints stated in
the interview processes were taped and word-by-word
recorded. The questionnaire is modified from one stage to
another stage. Besides, the data was collected from other
multiple sources involving observations, different hospitals and
secondary data. The secondary data mainly came from
historical files, documents, meeting records, website data and
so on. In initial stage, we interviewed with one physician, one
pharmacist and two nursing staffs in hospital A. Except for the
interview with the physician, the other three interviews give
less information about the issues of EBM realization.
Therefore, we decided to focus on the subsequent interviews
only with physicians. In the second stage, the EBM team leader
and three seeded teachers in hospital A accepted our invitations
for interviews. To enhance the trustworthiness of the study by
data triangulation, we further invited three physicians
employed in another hospital, called hospital B, in the third
stage. Hospital B is a medical center and especially it is a
benchmark hospital in EBM realization. We found that the
statement of the last interviewee in the stage has been almost
covered by the previous seven physicians. In other words, the
aspects of EBM realization are theoretically saturated. In the
final stage, after practicing peer debriefing and interviewee
checking, the preliminarily collected and analyzed data was
confirmed by the EBM team leaders of hospital B and C to meet
the requirement of investigator triangulation. Therefore, the
in-depth interview process is accomplished in this stage.
C. Data Analysis
The interview transcripts are analyzed based on the
techniques of grounded theory. The data analysis is through an
iterative coding process. The analysis process goes along with
the data collection stages. Initially, in open coding process, the
interview transcripts are converted to a series of simplified
codes. We noticed that certain codes are related to a particular
978-1-4244-3662-0/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE

subject. These common codes are accumulated and hence
categorized under a meaningful label. Therefore, the coding
process organizes the diverse meanings of modulators within
EBM realization.
D. Research Findings and propositions
After analyzing the collected data, the modulating effects
existing in EBM realization are explored and the corresponding
propositions are also developed. We describe the effects and
propositions according to the four dimensional model as
follows.
1.

Concept-related modulators

Medical morality
Some high-level evidences in EBM realization cannot be
obtained. This is not limited by technology, facilities, personal
skill or other reasons. The one of the possible causes comes
from medical morality. The physician in the internal medicine
of chest department said, “Some medical experiments cannot
be made by double blind. If they belong to animal experiments,
we can do them by double blind. However, if the subjects of the
experiments are human beings, we cannot… This is related to
human rights and medical morality. ” The viewpoint is
similarly emphasized by other three physicians. Therefore, the
performance of EBM realization is inevitably undermined by
taking medical morality into considerations.
National system
Sometimes the suggested solutions provided by EBM
databases cannot be adopted by physicians even if they are
appropriate and excellent ones. This is because they are not
approved by the health and insurance system in Taiwan under
considerations of medical cost. “This is a hard problem since
the viewpoints among national policy, clinical practice and
academic researches.” pointed by the physician in the family
practice department. Similar viewpoints are contended by
another physician, “If you stand on an academic position, we
should follow the evidences to take medical treatment.
However, if we stand on a position of medical administration,
the medical cost should be considered under the national
payment system.” Therefore, the dilemma between academic
evidences and national system is a hard problem.
Geographic context
Certain evidences for the same clinical problem are
distinguished due to geographic context. The physician in the
endocrinology and metabolism department said, “The people in
Taiwan and those in China are all Chinese. But the generation
of antibiotic used by these two regions is not the same since the
public health conditions are different.” So the EBM realization
should be carefully developed under the considerations of
modulating effects of geographic context.
In sum, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 1: The diffusion of EBM concept is modulated by
the emphasis degree of medical morality, the design of
national system and geographic context.
2.
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Client-related modulator

Physician personality
The variation of physicians is actually resulted from the
distinctions of physician personality. Several conversations are
taken for examples: “Some physicians just follow the evidences,
but some physicians can discover the deeper implications of
those evidences. This gap is resulted from their professional
background, fundamental training, competence, clinical
experience etc.” “As for new technology, the junior physicians
have more tendencies to accept it, but senior physicians feel
fearful and not accommodated.” “My major is related to
psychiatry field. I hardly found the associated evidences and
hence I seldom retrieve EBM databases.” Therefore, the
components in the dimension are classified as professional
background and competence, clinical experience, technological
skill, tenure, major field. In addition, through the participant
observation, the physician personality modulating the EBM
usage includes thought and attitude of physicians, such as
enterprising spirit, sense of responsibility, medical ethics,
degree of accepting change and adaptive attitude.
In sum, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 2: The access to EBM interface is modulated by
the physician personality involving professional background
and competence, clinical experience, technological skill,
tenure, major field, thought and attitude.
3.

Delivery-related modulators

Physician-patient relationship
The constituents in the viewpoint are classified as
communication skill, patient centralization and positions
between physicians and patients. There are some conversations
taken for verification. “For the same evidence, the different
communication skill results in the different degree of
acceptance by patients.” “Even if EBM provides plentiful
evidences … some physicians do not spend time to explain
medical evidences for their patients since they have to serve
more patients. Furthermore, most of them do not emphasize
medical researches. They just focus on medical service.” “The
physician-patient relationship is improved if you can stand on
patient positions.”
Clinical limitation
The physician in the department of endocrinology and
metabolism said, “If you want to obtain the high-level
evidences, e.g. RCT, then you may have more budgets and
spend more time. It is usually impossible for us to do this.” And
the physician in the department of general surgery said, “I think
some of the clinical problems are very complicated. These
problems cannot be simply distinguished as some definite
questions. Thus the solutions may not be retrieved in EBM
databases.” Therefore, the practical limitations (facilities,
samples, budgets, duration) and complexity of clinical
problems make service delivery be constrained.
Patient diversity
EBM realization is really helpful for physicians’ clinical
practice. However, there exist many problems in patients
themselves so as to influence the effect of clinical treatment.
These problems arise from the following reasons: diversity of
patients, e.g. their conditions (serious or light), medical
background, autonomic behavior, learning will, and
978-1-4244-3662-0/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE

psychological factors. We list some quotations as follows.
“Every patient is case by case, so EBM cannot provide
sufficient evidences for many clinical problems.” “Sometimes
we retrieve some appropriate evidences to cure our patients, but
the patients may not follow the instructions. They feel
inconvenient to go to the hospital. They think the price of
medicine is too expensive. Or some other reasons …” “With
regard to clinical practice, the concept of EBM reminds
physicians to rigorously verify their clinical application of
evidences. However, we commonly agreed that it is hard for us
to trace and verify whether their clinical treatment is correct.
This is because patients’ behavior cannot be well controlled.”
In sum, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 3: The practicability of the service delivery
emphasized by EBM realization is modulated by
physician-patient relationship, clinical limitations and patient
diversity.
4.

Technology-related modulator

Omnipotent myth
Some physicians, especially for junior ones, usually fall into
omnipotent myth of EBM realization. They often regard that
most of their clinical problems can be solved by EBM. We
conclude that the limitations of EBM realization in this
technological perspective are related to database content.
Several physicians pointed out that there are rare cases of
complete match with their patients in EBM databases. In
addition, the physician in the psychiatry department said,
“Qualitative evidences, e.g. the issues of patients’ quality of
life, are hardly found in EBM databases.” They further
contended that EBM databases have insufficient high-level
evidences.
In sum, we establish the following two propositions.
Proposition 4: The omnipotent myth of EBM realization is
resulted from the limitations of breadth and depth of database
content.
Proposition 5: Whether EBM realization can reach its full
potential in the technological perspective is modulated by
database content.
5.

Marketing-related modulator

Marketing bias
The marketing bias is resulted from narrow stance of media
and commercial considerations according to the following
conversations. The physician in the department of nutrition said,
“Now media, such as TV news, newspaper, magazines, usually
garbles a statement of medical researches. However, according
to our appraisal, the reports are not fully based on the correct
evidences…They will seriously mislead the people.” And the
physician in the department of family practice pointed out,
“Some medical companies forge the evidences of their products
for commercial benefits.”
In sum, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 6: The linkage between EBM concept and client
end is modulated by the marketing bias resulted from narrow
stance of media and commercial benefits.
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6.

Organization-related modulators

Organizational determination
The success of EBM realization heavily relies on
organizational determination that includes degree of
organizational support, organization positioning, organization
system, organization culture, organizational resources,
organizational focus and organizational survival. Certain
quotations are taken for examples. “Under global expenditure
limits of the health and insurance system, the survival of
hospitals becomes a critical issue.” “Some hospitals only
position themselves as delivery service institutes and hence
neglect medical researches. They do not focus on EBM
realization.” “Some district hospitals have not sufficient
resources to practice EBM. The physicians have to promote
their outpatient amount by reducing service time for each
patient.” “EBM realization in medical centers seems to be
practical since medical centers have high degree of support.”
In sum, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 7: The linkage between EBM concept and
delivery end is modulated by the degree of organizational
determination.
7.

Distribution-related modulators

Information anxiety
EBM realization actually brings considerable contribution
for physicians. However, some of the interviewees unwittingly
reveal their information anxiety. “Due to information
popularization, I worry about whether my knowledge is
obsolete.” “I worry that much non-evidential data is flooded
everywhere so as to result in patient misunderstanding and
threatening patient safety.” “Sometimes I am afraid that the
evidences I retrieved are not appropriate for my patients. … I
even doubt my competence of literature appraisal.” Moreover,
one physician said, “I have no choice but face the endless
learning because of rapid change of medical knowledge.”
Therefore, EBM realization provides a new concept of
learning, but at the same time it also brings information anxiety
for physicians.
Abuse
Although EBM databases provide good quality of medical
researches, it should be careful for physicians to adopt these
evidences. Some of the physicians pointed out certain cases that
abused EBM researches. “Some physicians, who cannot find
the matched cases, carelessly apply similar cases to their
patients. This may result in wrong treatment.” “If physicians
have insufficient ability of literature appraisal, then they may
threaten patient safety.” These imply that EBM realization may
result in the risk when its users are not well trained. Except for
physicians, patients also have possibility to abuse medical
information. As a result of lack of professional background,
patients are unable to properly appraise literature. One
physician said, “They can acquire considerable medical
information, but they cannot entirely understand the
professional knowledge. On the contrary, they further
misunderstand the information.” “Due to lack of professional
training, patients usually cannot appraise the evidence
announced by commercial firms.” Accordingly, patients even
978-1-4244-3662-0/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE

produce an improper expectation. Thus patients are readily
misled by the purposely abused information.
Bias
As the previous comment described, EBM is a tool used to
integrate the best research evidence, clinical expertise and
patient values into the practice of patient care. These three
considerations had better be equally emphasized. After the
interviews, we observed that the junior physicians almost put
emphasis on the best evidence and regard EBM just as a
technological tool. That is, their clinical practice is almost
centralized on evidences. The senior physicians, however,
think highly of their clinical expertise (field notes #7, #8: p. 32,
p. 38). Both the junior and senior physicians have their own
bias. Besides, the main stream of medical knowledge by EBM
realization is concentrated on appraising evidences. We found
that the physicians always talk about the issues, just as what the
level of evidence is (field notes #5: p. 24). Implicit value of
experienced physicians is gradually ignored because an
individual’s experience is defined as the lowest level of
evidences.
Pressure
EBM realization gives rise to both psychological and
physiological pressure. The psychological pressure arises from
pressure of colleagues’ competition, pressure of patients’ thirst
for knowledge, qualification for promotion in office and patient
awareness by knowledge popularization. Some quotations are
taken for examples. “Sometimes I don’t know what recent
researches are, and then my colleagues laugh at my obsolete
knowledge.” “More and more patients download lots of
medical researches and question me clinical problems in more
detail. Thus I feel more pressure from patients.” “Taking EBM
training courses becomes an essential qualification for
promotion in office.” “Now patients have more their own
opinions, and then I have to make effort to explain my clinical
treatment.” The above conversations really reveal the
psychological pressure of the physicians. With regard to
physiological pressure, we list certain quotations from the
interview transcripts to show this. “Because I have to
rigorously appraise EBM researches, I feel the pressure of
literature appraisal.” “I usually have heavy clinical practice, the
requirement of EBM learning somewhat increases my job
load.” “I have more things to learn, so I spend much time on
them.” “EBM is highly dependent on statistics, thus I have to
learn another unfamiliar discipline.” To sum up, the
physiological pressure is caused by time consuming, job load,
learning load, perplexity and difficulty, pressure of literature
appraisal and an unfamiliar field of learning. Additionally,
there is one kind of pressure resulted from patients. “Some
patients impolitely queried my clinical decisions and treatment
by abusing the materials which are not evaluated.”
In sum, we establish the following proposition.
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Fig. 2. Modulators within EBM realization based on the four
dimensional model of service innovation
Proposition 8: The linkage between client and delivery end is
modulated by the degree of EBM users’ information anxiety,
abuse, bias and pressure.
From the above findings and analysis, how the modulators
are associated with the service innovation model is shown in
Fig. 2.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the study, we explore the modulating effects within EBM
realization. These modulators uncover the threat and limitation
when EBM is overemphasized and constricted. The participant
observation and in-depth interview methods are mainly used to
gather the physicians’ meaningful experiences with EBM
realization. Using the techniques of grounded theory 14
modulators are induced and shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, we
develop eight propositions. The research findings in the study
can provide management guidelines in EBM realization for
hospital managers. In addition, physicians should possibly
overcome or reduce the negative effects resulted by the
modulators. The practical implications of the findings are
contributive to promote the performance of EBM realization
and hence improve medical quality.
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